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Abstract: Immunological memory is divided into many levels to counteract the provocations of
diverse and ever-changing infections. Fast functions of effector memory and the superposition of
both quantitatively and qualitatively plastic anticipatory memory responses together form the walls
of protection against pathogens. Here we provide an overview of the role of different B and T cell
subsets and their interplay, the parallel and independent functions of the B1, marginal zone B cells,
T-independent- and T-dependent B cell responses, as well as functions of central and effector memory
T cells, tissue-resident and follicular helper T cells in the memory responses. Age-related limitations
in the immunological memory of these cell types in neonates and the elderly are also discussed. We
review how certain aspects of immunological memory and the interactions of components can affect
the efficacy of vaccines, in order to link our knowledge of immunological memory with the practical
application of vaccination.
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1. Introduction

Upon reinfection, the immune system faces a number of challenges. It needs to pro-
vide a rapid response via an adequate number of cells with high-affinity antigen receptors,
and to further develop an immune arsenal against upcoming infections, even against
variable pathogens. Immunological memory is divided into many levels to counteract such
provocations. The innate immune system can retain epigenetic and transcriptional changes,
resulting in altered immune responses on subsequent encounters [1]. This phenomenon
is called trained innate immunity [2], which is remarkably different from conventional im-
munological memory (Table 1). Conventional immunological memory affects the repertoire
of lymphocyte antigen receptors and defines our immune profile, as determined by our
lifetime encounters with antigens. However, most of these encounters are silent and go
unnoticed, triggering only the so-called natural immunity which we call natural memory in
this review. Cells responsible for this type of immunity are usually antigen experienced
persistent cells with antigen receptors recognizing common environmental antigens. While
natural memory can provide a broad general defense, for survival, it is necessary to be
prepared for pathogens that surpass this protection level. More focused protection is
achieved by the generation of effector memory cells that are more potent in the elimination
of targets, and by anticipatory memory cells that are more sensitive in the detection of spe-
cific dangerous targets. These goals are realized by increasing the frequency of antigen
specific lymphocyte clones and by the polarization of the response via differentiation of
lymphocytes. In the following sections, we briefly summarize the main aspects of trained
immunity, but shall focus on the cells that contribute to the lymphocyte-based conven-
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tional memory, presenting the role of different B and T cell subsets and emphasizing the
differences between the primary and secondary responses.

Table 1. Comparison of innate, natural and conventional immune memory.

Name Memory Cells Mechanism Antigen Specificity Duration Targets

Trained
innate

immunity
Innate Mo, MF, ILC,

NK Epigenetic No/limited Transient Conserved/personal

Natural
immunity

Natural
adaptive B1, Tγδ

Epigenetic and
genetic Limited Lasting Conserved

Immunological
memory Adaptive B cells, T cells Epigenetic and

genetic Huge Lasting Personal

Active immunization seeks to activate immunological memory without causing patho-
logical damage. Optimally, vaccines induce multiple levels of immunological memory.
First, to provide rapid antibody response to directly block access to the pathogen and then
if the pathogen breaks through the first line of defense, to activate anticipating memory T
and B cells to protect against disease development. While we summarize the overlapping
and collaborative steps of immune memory, we shall highlight the role of these different
cell types and events in vaccination, taking into consideration the age-dependence of the
immunological memory generation as well.

2. Trained Immunity

The term trained immunity refers to the phenomenon that occurs when, after exposure
to a pathogen, the cells of the innate immune system (monocytes, macrophages, NK cells,
etc.) are capable of mounting a heightened, nonspecific response against a broad range
of pathogens in the case of secondary exposure [3,4]. In the initiation of trained immune
phenotype, stimulation by various pattern recognition receptors results in genome wide
epigenetic changes in these cells. This process leads to an altered transcriptional profile and
the rewiring of the cellular metabolism [4], shifting from oxidative phosphorylation towards
glycolytic processes (Warburg effect) [3]. Compared to their unexposed counterparts, these
primed cells are more effective at eliminating infections both by direct (phagocytosis)
and indirect (IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and other cytokine production) mechanisms [5]. The
phenomena of trained immune responses were first described in monocytes, macrophages
and NK cells; however, more recent studies have further expanded antigen nonspecific
immune memory to other innate immune cells, such as polymorphonuclear leukocytes or
innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) [6]. The epigenetic and transcriptional changes associated
with trained immunity can be detected up to one year [3]. Since the half-life of leukocytes
in the circulation is much shorter [7], it is hypothesized that not only mature immune cells
but also bone marrow stem- and progenitor cells can undergo “training” [8].

Consequences on Vaccination

While there is no vaccine currently that directly aims to elicit a trained immune pheno-
type, it seems that we have been reaping the benefits of “training” through vaccination for
decades. Indeed, the first evidence for the memory like properties of the innate immune
system comes from vaccine studies [3]. The Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) or oral polio
vaccines, which contain live attenuated microbes, given at young age, have been shown to
reduce infant mortality and morbidity to a greater extent than would be expected from vac-
cination with these pathogens alone [9,10]. Harnessing trained immunity may lead to the
development of a new generation of prophylactic vaccines. Modulation of innate immune
cells can enhance both specific and nonspecific immune responses. These responses may
provide protection against infections with bystander pathogens during a functional period
of trained immunity [11].
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3. Natural Memory

Specialized lymphocyte subsets, B1 cells and gamma-delta T cells (Tγδ), are responsi-
ble for natural memory. These cells appear early in ontogenesis, are capable of self-renewal,
and are promiscuous in reactivity. These poly-specific cells preferentially recognize self-
antigens and conserved microbial antigens and typically elicit a rapid or even an immediate
response against a limited set of antigens. B1 cells secrete cross-reactive antibodies pro-
duced even prior to the first appearance of the pathogen (Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of naive and natural, anticipatory and effector memory response.

Characteristics Naive Natural Memory Anticipatory Memory Effector Memory

B cell types B2 B1 BM LLPC
T cell types TN Tγδ TCM, TSCM TEM, TRM

Activation state Resting Self-renewing Resting Active

Function Replenishment,
seeding new memory Natural gatekeeper Circulating surveillance Terminally

differentiated effector
Response type Primary response Maintenance Secondary response Maintenance

Proliferative capacity High upon activation Constant High upon activation No/limited
Time of protection Slow Immediate/quick Medium Immediate/quick

Efficiency Medium Low Medium to high High
Flexibility of repertoire High Limited Medium No/minimal

Of the B lymphocytes B1b cells are the source of T-independent (TI) memory B lym-
phocytes in mice, producing low affinity antibodies in a constant, but inducible way.
Nonmutated B1b lymphocytes may provide long lasting TI memory responses against
the polysaccharide capsule of Streptococcus pneumoniae [12] and to Borrelia hermsii [13]. B1
cells can differentiate into both memory B cells [12] and plasma cells [14] and these mem-
ory responses can provide protection upon the transfer of these cells to immunodeficient
hosts [13].

A special population of the T lymphocytes, Tγδ, is programmed for effector functions
very early in the thymus [15]. There are two major groups of Tγδ, which produce IFNγ and
IL-17A, and contribute to the protection against intracellular and extracellular pathogens,
respectively. The skin, the gut and the reproductive tract are seeded by these cells early on
in the developing fetus, thereby providing the first line of defense. Human Tγδ cells have
limited specificity and generally use only two variable gene segments for their delta chains
and are classified into Vδ1 and Vδ2 cells. Vδ1 T cells are found primarily at epithelial sites,
while Vδ2 T cells are dominant among circulating Tγδ cells [16]. Importantly, all naive
Vδ2 cells disappear from the blood by 1 year of age and the non-naive cells show potent
effector functions allowing rapid reactions to a limited group of recognized antigens [17].
The restricted specificity and oligoclonality in the intestinal Vδ repertoire also indicates that
these cells represent memory in the intestinal tract against various recurrent ligands [18].

Consequences on Vaccination

Cells responsible for maintaining a natural, baseline protectivity establish threshold
immunity against all available antigens. These cells possess self-renewing capability and are
in a continuous minimal activations state, which also allows them to bypass conventional
lymphocyte differentiation pathways. Thus, vaccination ideally induces the generation
of memory cells that exceed this threshold immunity with regard to antigen elimination
efficiency. Importantly, owing to the unique antigen-receptor signaling mechanisms in
these cells, natural memory remains functional, even when effector memory cells appear
and eliminate that particular antigen [19,20].

4. Overview of B Cell-Mediated Immune Response

Antibodies produced by plasma cells provide B-cell-mediated immune protection.
First, short-lived plasma cells are formed upon contact with antigens and secrete low-
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affinity immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies for a few days, followed by apoptosis [21,22].
Not only can these cells play an important role against primary infections, but they also
prevent reinfections in a short period of time. Different levels of B cell-mediated immunity
are involved in the memory response. Soluble antibodies, produced by long-lived plasma
cells (LLPC) as effector memory cells, ensure the first lines of immune defense. Immunoglob-
ulin A (IgA) secreted into mucosa can prevent the pathogen from entering the human body,
while the appearance of other immunoglobulin isotypes (IgG, IgM) of antibodies in tissues
or in the circulation can prevent pathogens from entering human cells, or mark invaders
for destruction. LLPC producing immunoglobulin E (IgE) responses have evolved for
protection against helminth parasites infections, but IgE is also a potent mediator of allergic
diseases [23]. Optimally high affinity, specific antibodies are secreted by LLPC even before
the pathogen enters. This type of protection usually prevents infections (called sterilizing
immunity) unless an extreme dose of the pathogen invades the host that goes beyond the
effects of protective antibodies.

Memory B cells also contribute to B cell-mediated defense in reinfections, as anticipa-
tory memory cells. In contrast to LLPC, memory B cells express BCR on their cell surface and
are therefore able to detect pathogens. Once encountered with antigens, these cells undergo
clonal proliferation and mostly differentiate into short-lived plasma cells. This memory
B cell-mediated response does not provide immediate protection, but is still significantly
faster than the response of naive B cells. Memory B cells support plasma cell-mediated
protection on at least three levels after reinfection. (1) The ability of these cells to proliferate
and differentiate provides unlimited replenishment for the terminally differentiated, non-
dividing LLPC pool. (2) Memory B cells can undergo affinity maturation and this allows a
further increase of the quality of the response. (3) These cells also provide flexibility in the
B cell memory response, since low-affinity memory B cells may also be able to recognize
altered pathogens. Both memory B cells and LLPC cells have a long lifespan, even without
reinfection. The survival of the two cell populations is an independent process, LLPC
may persist after elimination of peripheral B cells and are not sequentially replaced from
the memory B cell pool [24]. The adoptive transfer of any of these populations generates
protection in the host upon reinfection [25].

As most pathogens carry both protein and nonprotein epitopes, memory cells and
LLPCs can be produced in three parallel ways: in a T-independent manner, and in a
T-dependent manner either outside B-cell follicles or in the GCs of B-cell follicles. Theoreti-
cally, the B-cell response consists of successive stages: B1 cell-mediated innate immunity,
marginal zone (MZ) B cells, extrafollicular and intrafollicular B cells, sequentially from
lower affinity to higher affinity and faster to slower response. While these events are
anatomically and functionally different, all of these cell types may contribute to both the
production of antibodies and the formation of memory B cells. All of these effects can
be considered during vaccination, it is presumably rational to find a balance between the
induction of shorter and less focused responses versus long-lasting and sharply defined
responses, taking into consideration the properties of the pathogen, of the host and also
the epidemiology.

5. MZ B Cells and T-Independent B Cell Memory

B cells are able to recognize various antigen substances, but T cell activation is mostly
restricted to peptide recognition. The TI B cellular response is mostly against saccharide
or lipid antigens and is characterized by the rapid emergence of low-affinity antibodies.
Optimal B cell memory response relies on the supportive signals of cognate helper T cells.
Consequently, B cell memory develops primarily against protein antigens, but various
evidence suggests the existence of effective memory responses even after the T-independent
activation of B cells [26,27]. The formation of both TI long lived memory cells [28] and
plasma cells have been published [14]. Hapten-specific memory and plasma cells survived
for up to 100 days for both saccharides [28,29] and LPS [30] antigens, even in T cell-deficient,
and germinal center (GC)-deficient mice [30]. Polysaccharide antigens of encapsulated
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bacteria are also used successfully in human vaccination. PNEUMOVAX®23, the 23-valent
anti-pneumococcal vaccine, provides protection in adults and children more than 2 years
of age [31,32] and the protection against Haemophilus influenzae type b is also effective due
to antibodies against polysaccharide-type capsules [33].

MZ B cells are complementary actors with B-1b cells in the humoral response to TI
Ag. Vaccine-induced TI B-cell memory is likely to be mostly derived from MZ B-cells.
The expansion of MZ B cells has been shown following immunization with pneumococcal
polysaccharide vaccine [34] and the lack of circulating MZ B cells makes humans highly
susceptible to infection with H. influenzae type b [35]. Without T cell help, somatic hypermu-
tation cannot take place, consequently, the amount of responding cells grows, instead of
their affinity increasing in B1 and MZ cell-mediated memory response [27].

Conventional B2 cells may also contribute to TI Ab responses, as B cell specificity
develops in a random procedure. However, the function and survival of these classical
B cells may be deterministically more dependent on T cell help. It is known that T-cell-
derived signals, such as CD40 activation or IL-21 production are generally required for
class switching, somatic hypermutation (SHM), and enhancement of B-cell proliferation.
Therefore, the TI B cell response generally does not produce high affinity antibodies, is less
intense, and is likely to be transient [26,28,36].

An additional limitation of the T-independent response is that these reactions are
more age-dependent. Development of MZ B cells does not occur under 2 years of age.
Polysaccharide-based vaccines have had limited use in newborns and because the response
of MZ B cells is primarily spleen-specific it was also missing in spleen-deficient individu-
als [37], until the introduction of conjugate vaccines that circumvent T cell incompetence
against saccharide antigens.

Consequences on Vaccination

Although most T-independent plasma cells are short-lived, protein-free antigens
can also induce memory B cells and long-lived plasma cell formation such as it was
evidenced by the usage of S. pneumoniae [38], H. influenzae type b, or Neisseria meningitidis
polysaccharide vaccines [39].

In the absence of protein epitopes or in immunocompromised individuals, this re-
sponse may be of significant importance. However, after reinfection with complex antigens
(which express both protein and nonprotein epitopes), high-affinity T-dependent memory
B cells can outcompete T-independent memory B cells. Consequently, T-independent B cells
generally have no or only a marginal role in the secondary response. In addition, negative
regulatory feedback of antigen-specific immunoglobulins keeps TI memory B cells under
control [28]. Under very specific conditions, when the first immunization activates only
saccharide-specific B cells (such as it can be in the case of S. pneumoniae polysaccharide vac-
cines, PPSV23) the number of saccharide-specific B cells increases and thus these cells may
dominate the secondary response even after immunization with complex antigens [40].

Age related structural changes in the spleen and lymph nodes [41] results in a sub-
stantial loss of marginal zone [42] also in the elderly. The decline in the function of MZ B
cells [43] with age is less intense than the downregulation of T dependent response, so a
polysaccharide vaccine PPSV23 is still used in the elderly over the age of 65 years [44].

6. T-Dependent, Extrafollicular B Cell Activation

Adaptive immunity plays a dual role in the immune response, providing protection
against current infections and creating memory cells to prepare the immune system for
upcoming infections. Accordingly, T-dependent B cell activation occurs by two main
mechanisms. The principal purpose of extrafollicular B cell activation is to generate a
rapid response to eliminate the current pathogens, while intrafollicular, GC-related B cell
responses primarily serve for long-term protection [45–48].

The first phase of T and B cell interaction begins at the junction of the T cell-zone and
B cell follicles, where the activated B cells present the specific antigen to the T cells already
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activated by dendritic cells (DCs) [47]. A few hundred short-lived plasma cells (plas-
mablasts) are typically formed in these foci within a few days after the first encounter with
the antigen [45]. Characteristically, high-affinity B cells from the available repertoire prefer
extrafollicular plasmablasts differentiation [49,50] to provide protection rapidly, while the
originally lower-affinity, but still antigen specific, B cells migrate to the follicles [51,52].

The interaction with T cells is also important for extrafollicular B cells, as it medi-
ates support and induces the expression of activation-induced deaminase (AID) [53], the
enzyme regulates antibody class switching and SHM. Although these processes are not
completely ruled out [48], extrafollicular plasmablasts typically do not undergo SHM and
affinity maturation [45,54]. In contrast, antibody class switching frequently occurs in these
cells during the perifollicular proliferative phase [49,55].

Extrafollicular B cells are predominantly short-lived, their half-life is only a few
days [48], however, these B cells can also induce early memory B cell [56] and LLPC
differentiation [49,57]. These memory B cells develop independently of GC within a few
days of the response [58]. Like all conventional memory B cells, these cells are quiescent,
long-lived cells and are able to produce larger amounts of antibodies during recall than
naive B cells [59]. Once differentiated, their survival is independent of T cells and the
continuous presence of related antigens [45,60,61].

Consequences on Vaccination

Since active immunization focuses only on future infections, extrafollicular reactions
which aim to serve actual protection, have a limited role in vaccination. We have already
mentioned in the T-independent memory section, that in the secondary response, high-
affinity T-dependent memory B cells are able to outcompete lower affinity counterparts,
including extrafollicular memory B cells. In general, extrafollicular memory B cells do
not contribute significantly to the long term secondary antibody response [45] unless GC
formation is intensely blocked. Some infections (such as Borrelia burgdorferi, and Ehrlichia
muris) have been reported to elicit an intense extrafollicular response while suppressing
GCs in the meantime. SARS-CoV-2 infection also blocks T cell function in the GCs and
consequently reduces GC formation with the accumulation of non-germinal-center-derived
activated B cells [62].

7. T Dependent B Cell Memory, Intrafollicular B Cell Activation

The follicular GC reaction is initiated by antigen-specific B cells and the infiltrating
antigen-specific follicular helper T cells (TFH) [49,50]. B cells here undergo affinity matura-
tion during time-consuming reactions, resulting in a drastic increase in their affinity in the
following weeks (Figure 1).

In the primary response, natural immunity provides minimal protection within hours,
which in turn determines the threshold of response. Marginal zone B cells (MZ) are able to
react in a few days to produce low-affinity antibodies. The intense proliferation of naive
T and B cells and their differentiation into effector cells, short-lived plasma cells (SLPC)
and effector T cells (TEF), eliminates infections in about a week. Development of antigen
specific long-lived cells (with white rim), memory B cells (BM), long-lived plasma cells
(LLPC), central (TCM) and tissue-resident (TRM), and effector memory T cells (TEM) will be
completed within weeks, and provides long-term protection.

In the secondary response, an increased number of antigen-specific cells are ready to
initiate the response. High-affinity antibodies produced by LLPC induce an immediate
response that may result in sterilizing immunity. Due to the optimal localization of TRM,
an efficient T cell response develops immediately after antigen presentation. A relatively
larger number of TEM cells enter from the circulation at the site of infection even in a
day. High numbers of BM and TCM begin to proliferate within a few days in secondary
lymphatic organs, resulting in quick replenishment of effector cells. The efficiency of the
response is increased due to the higher affinity antibodies and their optimal isotype, as
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well as the increased reactivity of T cells. A new generation of long-lived cells may also
develop, even in larger numbers and with higher affinity antibody production.
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The absolute threshold of the B cell affinity for selection is unknown, selection for anti-
gen binding depends rather on the relative affinity of competing clones [63,64]. Antigens
in the form of immune complexes are localized on the surface of the FDC in the folli-
cles [65,66], but antigen presentation to T cells requires BCR-mediated internalization of
foreign antigens, processing into peptide fragments, and binding to MHC-class molecules
on the B cell surface [47,67]. B cells with relatively higher affinity may consume all anti-
gens or at least block access to antigen-rich sites of FDCs from other B cells. B cell–B cell
interactions cannot be ruled out in GC, and as a result, higher-affinity B cells can rip off the
antigen from those with lower affinity. The presentation of more MHC-peptide complexes
to TFH cells provides a competitive advantage with stronger feedback or a higher proba-
bility of survival [63,68] and these T-cell-mediated supportive signals are dominant in the
positive selection of B cells [66,69]. The BCR stimulus alone, without successful antigen
presentation, rather induces GC B cell apoptosis, whereas B cells capable of presenting
antigen-derived peptides to TFH receive survival and proliferation signals [47]. Although
T cell-derived signals determine the fate of competing clones, it should be noted that the
number of antigen presented is directly proportional to the affinity of the BCR [70,71].

Interaction with cognate T cells activates CD40-induced signaling, which stimulates
AID that controls somatic mutation and isotype switching. Selected high-affinity B cells un-
dergo clonal proliferation while SHM occurs, resulting in different affinities of developing
clones. New clones with partially different affinities may return and compete again for anti-
gens and T cell help. While cells with higher affinity are selectively enriched in each cycle,
cells with lower affinity are eliminated by apoptosis, consequently, B cell affinity increases
in a stepwise fashion in each additional cycle in the GCs. At the end of the process, the
affinity of GC B cells far exceeds the affinity of extrafollicularly activated B cells [47]. The
number of cycles and how they are controlled is currently unknown. Positively selected
B cells can differentiate in three ways after interaction with T cells at the end of each cycle.
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These cells can return to start a new selection cycle for further diversification or can be
exported from GC as LLPC or as B memory cells.

The B cells with the highest affinity differentiate primarily into LLPCs in the follicles,
but it is still not clear what factors determine whether a B cell stays in the GC or exits as a
memory cell. Class-switched memory cells do not differ from GCs B cells either in affinity
or in the number of somatic mutations [50].

Relatively low affinity clones of memory B cells may also survive to provide flexibility
in the immune response. As a result, the sensitivity of memory B cells against a given
antigen covers a broad spectrum of affinity from low affinity clones, typically expressing
IgM, to cells expressing higher affinity IgG, thereby preparing the body to respond to
mutations in pathogens [72,73].

After reinfection, basically, the same process takes place as in the primary response,
but with higher speed and improved quality. The antibodies produced by LLPCs not only
inactivate pathogens, but also facilitate the formation of immune complexes and thus the
delivery of antigens to the FDCs [74]. A large number of B memory cells have a competitive
advantage over naive cells, and higher affinity clones (primarily expressing IgG) initiate
short lived plasma cell differentiation for rapid protection. Lower affinity memory cells
(typically with IgM expression) initiate cyclic responses in the newly formed GC, which
results in sequentially higher affinity long-lived memory B cells and LLPCs after each
repeated infection [75–77].

Consequences on Vaccination

The majority of responding memory cells and LLPCs against T-dependent antigens are
likely to be derived from GCs, and express BCR with higher affinity than naive B cells. Most
vaccines use exclusively LLPC as correlates (for example toxoid induced immunization or
conjugated vaccines, HPV, etc.) or LLPC together with memory B cells or memory T cells
(among many others smallpox, influenza, varicella-zoster, Bordetella pertussis, BCG) [78,79].
If the amount, effectiveness and localization of antibodies (mostly IgG and IgA) are suffi-
cient to prevent the colonization of pathogens, vaccines result in sterilizing immunity such
as vaccines against polio, rubella, H. influenzae type b, S. pneumoniae and others [80].

It must be noted that elevated specific antibody levels do not automatically provide
protection. While the neutralizing effect of antibodies is undoubtedly beneficial for vacci-
nation, when an antibody associates with a pathogen without its functional inactivation,
it can facilitate phagocytosis as an opsonin and consequently, the entry of the microbe
into human cells, a phenomenon called “Antibody-Dependent Enhancement” or ADE. It
has been found that antibodies and even vaccine-induced antibody responses, can have
an adverse effect in the case of various infections [81], such as influenza [82] or SARS
vaccinations [83].

It is important to note that the rate of pathogen spreading can be deterministic in
deciding whether memory B cells can be considered as effective correlates. The protection
of fast-dividing pathogens relies on LLPC, while the spread of slower pathogens gives
enough time for memory B cells to proliferate and differentiate, such as in the case of
hepatitis B and probably of SARS-CoV-2 viruses [84]. In the case of an extremely slow
pathogen spread (such as rabies), there is sufficient time for a vaccine to elicit a primary
response and in these cases, the active immune response may be protective even when
given after infection [85] (called post-exposure prophylaxis).

The memory B cells not only outcompete any naive cells, but reduce the minimal
antigen requirements for initiating a response [86]. These additional advantages of memory
B cells over naive B cells are also exploited in booster injection used in most immunization
procedures [87]. The limited number of antigens in the vaccine does not necessarily trigger
the formation of LLPC during the first exposure, since the generation of these cells requires
high affinity interactions, but memory B cells formed in the meantime may sensitize the
secondary response [47].
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Although the relationship between B cell affinity and the lifespan of memory B cells or
LLPCs is not exactly known, we can assume that a response initiated with higher affinity
clones results in a longer lifespan. Both the activation of the transcription factors required
for the development of LLPC and the chance of achieving an optimal tissue environment
(i.e., bone marrow) depend on BCR affinity [88]. If this correlation is relevant in determining
longevity, then after primary infection with a lower dose of the antigen, when only available
naive B cells respond, relatively short-lived cells are formed. However secondary infection
activates memory cells with already higher affinity, thus creating long-lived memory
and plasma cells. As the selection process to create high affinity cells in GCs lasts for
weeks, antigen persistence may be deterministic in affinity maturation, highlighting the
importance of the depot effect of the adjuvant. However, chronic reactions can lead to
lymphocyte depletion, so determining the optimal time window may be important for the
development of ideal B-cell responses [89,90].

We must consider that most antigens express a number of different epitopes. Immu-
nization with complex antigens leads to the activation and competition of B cells of different
specificities [63]. Repeated B cell responses against quickly changing pathogens such as
influenza virus, result in a restriction to act only to unmodified epitopes, as B memory cells
outcompete naive B cells that attack newly emerging epitopes. Accordingly, B-cell clones
activated during the first infection may also dominate the response to upcoming influenza
infections [91]. By sequentially limiting the recognized targets, modified pathogen strains
can eventually avoid B-cell memory response, a phenomenon called original antigenic
sin [91]. The emergence of new variations observed with SARS-CoV-2 raises concerns that
similar processes may occur with this pathogen, especially for vaccines that focus on only
one protein to induce protection. If different epitopes were chosen as dominant epitopes in
different individuals, it might limit the spread of pathogens in the human population, but
in the meantime might make it difficult to establish a widely effective vaccine.

8. Overview of T Cell-Mediated Immune Response

In addition to B cells, the other type of lymphocyte that expresses antigen receptors
and contributes to memory responses is the T cell. Most T cells recognize the antigens
presented by other cells. Glycolipids are represented by a class of CD1 molecules, while
conventional T cells, which belong to either the CD8 or CD4 population, recognize MHCI
and MHCII peptides of the major histocompatibility complex. Following activation, T cells
act on host cells through direct cell–cell contact or secreted cytokines.

Antigen-specific naive T cells require antigen transport from the site of infection into
the secondary lymphatic organs (SLO) and antigen presentation by activated/mature DCs.
Consequently, the activation of innate immunity is a prerequisite for naive T cell activation,
and T-dependent B cell activation. This initial contact between DCs and T cells depends
on the expression of costimulatory molecules on stimulated DCs. Subsequently, naive
T cells differentiate into effector T cells during clonal proliferation. It is important to note
that costimulation is not required to activate effector T cells, so the effector phase of the
response is not necessarily dependent on innate immune cells.

An important aspect of T cell activation for optimal vaccination is that intracellular
pathogens must also be transported and presented in SLO, a process that is predominantly
performed by DCs. Dead cells phagocytosed by DCs are the source of antigen, as direct
infections of DCs are very rare. Following the phagocytosis of destroyed human cells, DCs
are able to present the absorbed antigen by MHCI and MHCII molecules during so-called
cross-presentation, which results in the activation of both cytotoxic and helper T cells.

Helper T cells are classified according to their functional characteristics. TH1, TH2,
TH17 cells direct the immune response mainly against intracellular pathogens, multicellular
parasites, and extracellular pathogens (bacteria and fungi), respectively, with distinctive
cytokine production in each class. Certain helper T cell subsets have special functions, such
as follicular helper T (TFH) cells to interact with B cells [92] or regulatory T cells to induce
immune tolerance. Effective vaccination should mimic the proper TH subtype response
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generated by the target pathogen. In non-live vaccines, this is primarily determined by
adjuvant-mediated activation of innate immunity.

As compared to the primary immune response, T cells show quantitative and qualita-
tive differences during these recall responses. Memory T cells will remain overrepresented
in the repertoire and this quantitative difference enhances the probability of an encounter
with the antigen. During the primary response, chromatin modifications render activation-
inducible genes ready for transcription in memory cells [93,94]. Thus, upon the secondary
response, the differentiation of the cells is accompanied by polarization and changes in
homing patterns, the cells will have preferentially accumulated in tissues where they are
needed and will deploy cytokines and cytotoxic measures as needed, all leading towards
faster and more effective immunity.

The development of memory cells is similar in each T cell type, so unless otherwise
indicated, reference is made below to both CD4 subtypes and CD8 cells. T cell memory
relies on many different T memory cell types. Gamma-delta T cells and effector T memory
cells provide a faster rate of memory response compared to primary immunization, while
central memory T cells, following clonal proliferation are the source of newly formed
effector T cells during reinfection and also provide a degree of flexibility in the T cell
memory response (Figure 1).

9. The Effector Cells in T Cell Memory

The first line of defense provided by memory T cells is the immediate action towards
the removal of target cells. This is brought about by cells that are continuously looking for
targets and can instantly release cytokines or induce cell death: tissue resident memory
T cells (TRM) (systematically reviewed [95,96]), and the somewhat later acting effector
memory T cells (TEM).

9.1. Tissue Resident Memory T Cells

TRM, unlike circulating memory cells, remains localized in peripheral tissues defined
by the previous infections, by downregulating tissue egress receptors [97] and expressing
tissue specific adhesion molecules [98]. TRM cells have the same TCR repertoire as central
memory T cells (TCM), so it is not specificity but localization that makes this cell population
unique [96]. This is a heterogeneous population of cells owing to differences in localization
(skin, mucosal sites, brain, and liver) and may show plasticity in their differentiation.

TRM expresses effector molecules like granzyme B, TNFα and IFNγ thereby providing
quick protection against invading pathogens [99]. In general, the CD4+ TRM response has a
lag-phase because secreted cytokines need time to take effect, while a CD8+ TRM response
may represent quick cytotoxic action, if antigen specific cells are present in sufficiently
large numbers. Low random migration of TRM cells may considerably enhance the ability
of the TRM cells to scan their environment [96].

TRM cells can persist for long periods in the absence of the cognate antigen. The
number of TRM is limited in a given tissue, and TRM cell populations of different specificities
may also compete for niche, survival and growth factors [96]. Repetitive stimulation may
provide an advantage for antigen specific clones in this competition [100]. Repeated
infection can induce a local response where the in situ proliferation of TRM generates a
secondary TRM population besides the cells differentiating from recruited cells [101,102],
thus the regulation of local memory independently of central memory is possible. However,
the overall limited number of TRM cells may be critical, mainly against rapidly replicating
pathogens in terms of direct effects. It can be hypothesized that the main function of TRM is
not to eliminate pathogens directly, but this accelerated antigen detection can facilitate the
recruitment of circulating TEM and TCM cells by the induced cytokine production. Killing
some infected cells may also accelerate cross-presentation by producing dead cells for DC-
mediated phagocytosis, facilitating the antigen presentation of intracellular pathogens by
DCs [96,103]. Parenterally administered vaccines, which dominate in current formulations,
should be ideally enhanced in their ability to induce TRM.
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9.2. Effector Memory T Cells

The other population of memory T cells, which circulates in the blood and is present in
nonlymphoid, peripheral tissues is the TEM [104]. TEM cells, which are present in relatively
large numbers but do not have proliferative potential, can exit into tissues (TRM can also
be important in determining the location of an exit) and survey peripheral tissues for a
specific antigen, where they can quickly exert effector functions or return to the blood via
lymphatics [99]. TEM cells lack the lymph node homing receptors [105] and constitutively
display effector functions such as IFNγ production and cytotoxic activity [106].

TEM and TRM are equipped with the arsenal of cytokines and cytolytic mechanisms
necessary to maintain a balance between the host and pathogens. Once an invasion has
been averted and the immune response has contracted, these cells continue to survey the
tissues and eliminate remaining or newly encountered pathogens. Should the target breach
this barrier again, destroy tissues and multiply, these cells are not able to proliferate. This
is when cells anticipating such events step in.

10. The Anticipatory Memory Cells in T Cell Memory
10.1. Central Memory T Cells

The second line of defense is formed by memory T cells that can quickly divide
and differentiate into powerful effector cells. These cells possess a central phenotype,
localizing to and recirculating between secondary lymphoid organs. TCM are compara-
ble to naive T cells with respect to their homing pattern and proliferative burst upon
antigenic stimulation [107]. However, TCM are much more sensitive to activation stimuli
owing to having been selected with high affinity TCR, changes in the composition and
clustering of signaling molecules and epigenetic differences allowing rapid transcription
of genes [108]. Accordingly, it provides replenishment for TEM cells relatively quickly
following reinfection.

Another type of T cell with central phenotype is the follicular helper T cell (TFH)
(systematic reviews in [109,110]). Though these cells reside in the follicles of secondary
lymphoid organs, where they provide signals to differentiating B cells, TFH orchestrates
GC reactions and are indispensable for TD memory B-cell responses. Like conventional
memory cells, TFH cells have a long lifespan and when transferred between mice in in vivo
experiments, also provide memory for the recipients [109,110]. Two cooperating mech-
anisms provide long-term protection by these cells. First, TFH cells are able to survive
for up to 400 days after infection and also have self-renewing potential [111,112]. This
subset is rapidly activated after reinfection and their differentiation into effector cells does
not require antigen presentation by DCs, only by memory B cells [109]. Second, TFH cells
may have a central memory phenotype and at certain stages of development they are
also present in the circulation [113,114]. Circulating memory TFH cells have a less TFH-
polarized phenotype than local memory TFH cells [114]. The T helper memory response
is substantially plastic, with TH subtypes repolarizing to other populations upon antigen
recall [115]. Overall, TFH cells maintain anticipatory immunological memory by helping
the development of secondary B-cell response [112], as discussed above.

10.2. Memory Stem T Cells

TSCM are minimally differentiated, self-renewing, long-lived cells with significant
reconstitution potential even after the disappearance of the antigen. These cells show
phenotypic, distribution and recirculation pattern similarity to naive T cells, yet they are
clonally expanded, also express several characteristic cell surface markers of memory cells
and create a rapid response to antigen [116]. TSCM can be differentiated directly from naive
cells by omitting the effector phase [100]. TSCM are generated during the immune response
against various pathogens and are precursors of other memory T cells. TSCM seems to
have critical importance in maintaining life-long cellular immunity [117,118], thus ideally
clinical vaccine formulations should be able to induce TSCM along with other memory
compartments, in order to induce long-lasting T-cell memory [119].
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10.3. Consequences on Vaccination

Most vaccines focus on the plasma cell response and the optimal production of
neutralizing antibody. Unilateral overrepresentation of plasma cells during vaccination
may obscure the beneficial or critical functions of other memory cells (Table 3). The reaction
of memory T cells as well as memory B cells is unable to provide immediate protection
and cannot prevent infections, but these mechanisms are fast and effective enough to
prevent the development of the disease, thereby protecting individuals and also protecting
the population by reducing the duration of infection. T cell mediated protection at least
partially correlates with vaccine efficacy in various vaccines such as in BCG, measles,
varicella-zoster virus, rabies, and in many others [78,79].

Table 3. Strengths and weaknesses of different vaccine types in memory response in addition to B cell-related memory.

Vaccine Type Strength in Memory Response Weakness in Memory Response

Attenuated

• Multiple antigens
• CTL response
• Optimal helper T cell response,
• Parallel PRR activations

Inactivated

• Multiple antigens
• Adjuvant determined helper T cell response
• Parallel PRR activations

• Lack of CTL response
• Possibility of nonoptimal TH response
• May induce weaker response, may need booster

Subunit • Adjuvant determined helper T cell response

• Lack of CTL response
• Adjuvant dependent
• Possibility of nonoptimal TH response
• Possibility of antigen sin
• May induce weaker response, may need booster

Conjugated • Adjuvant determined helper T cell response

• Lack of CTL response
• Adjuvant dependent
• Possibility of nonoptimal TH response
• Possibility of antigen sin
• May induce weaker response, may need booster

Toxoid

• Lack of CTL response (irrelevant)
• Adjuvant dependent
• Possibility of nonoptimal TH response

(irrelevant)
• May induce weaker response, may need booster

VLP

• CTL response
• Optimal helper T cell response
• Parallel PRR activations

• Possibility of antigen sin
• The carrier-specific reaction may result in a

weaker reaction

RNA

• CTL response
• Helper T cell response
• PRR activations

• Possibility of antigen sin
• May induce weaker response, may need booster

DNA
• CTL response
• Helper T cell response

• Possibility of antigen sin
• May induce weaker response, may need booster

Cytotoxic T cells are essential for immune protection against intracellular pathogens,
and accordingly are important correlates in vaccination. For example, T-cell deficiency
leads to severe and fatal disease in measles, while B-cell deficient people recover [80]. As
the cytotoxic T cell response begins with cross-presentation, vaccine derived antigen must
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be intracellular (as live, DNA or RNA vaccine) to be engulfed and properly presented
by DCs. Among others, considerable long lasting cytotoxic T cell memory has been
published following SARS-Cov-2 infection [84], and at least in rhesus macaques T cells
may contribute to the protection in collaboration with antibodies [120]. Vaccine antigens
that are not expressed intracellularly (e.g., killed pathogens or some subunit vaccines) are
unable to activate cytotoxic T cells, and these cells cannot differentiate to memory cells
during such vaccinations.

The dose of the antigen delivered during immunization is critical for both cytotoxic
and helper T cell activation. High antigen concentrations can result in T cell exhaustion
or clonal deletion of highly reactive T cells through activation-induced cell death (AICD).
In contrast, a low antigen dose primarily leads to the expansion of high-affinity CD8
T cells [121], while relatively weaker TCR signals also efficiently produce memory CD8
T cells [122]. The selection, activation, and polarization of helper T cells also depend on the
intensity of immunization [123,124].

The role of TRM in initiating a secondary response highlights the importance of finding
the optimal route of vaccine administration that results in the proliferation of TRM cells in
tissues where an upcoming infection may start. The longevity and reactivity of TFH cells
directly regulate the response of memory B cells, which may thus affect the development
of the immune response during reinfection, but even during booster vaccination [125]. The
polarization of TH cells to different populations is mostly influenced by adjuvants, which
in some cases may reduce the efficiency of the immune response, such as that reported for
the acellular pertussis vaccine, where the mixed TH1/TH2-directed immune response is
activated instead of the optimal TH17 [126].

Effective T cell memory is particularly important against highly variable pathogens.
While epitopes available for B cells (often on the surface of the pathogen) are generally
frequently changed, peptides involved in antigen presentation may be derived from more
conservative structural elements. Reinfection results in all TRM, TEM and TCM activity
recognizing mutation-free, conserved epitopes. These cells may also be reactive even
after infection with newly emerging, antigen-shifted virus strains as was highlighted for
example in influenza epidemics [127].

T cell-related reactions, in parallel with or in combination with ADE, may contribute
to vaccine-associated disease enhancement (VADE). Live vaccines such as dengue, RSV
vaccines, or vaccines against coronaviruses may also increase susceptibility to viral infection
by a mechanism that has not yet been fully elucidated. Vaccine-induced altered cytokine
profile, inflammatory damage, TH2 activation, and subsequent eosinophil infiltration can
be responsible for aberrant viral pathogenesis [128,129].

11. Age-Dependence of Immunological Memory

The development of the immune system starts already in utero, but it is after birth
that exposure to the abundance of environmental antigens and danger signals initiates
immunological memory formation. This cumulative phase of memory corresponds to
the diversification and tuning of immune responses and goes on until early adulthood.
Following decades of maintenance of immune function in general, memory efficacy and
diversity start to wane, typically at the age of 65–70 years. Due to the distinct characteristics
of early and late years of life, we briefly summarize the critical changes that characterize
the immune memory response in neonates and in the elderly (Figure 2).
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Early in life the maternal immune memory provides protection by IgG and IgA
transport and transfer. Memory cell levels are very low in neonates and only reach the
intensity typical of adults around the age of 10–15 years. Weaker antigen receptor and
costimulatory signals in the first years of life favor the development of anticipatory rather
than effector memory. Memory efficacy and diversity start to wane, typically at the age
of 65–70 years. After this age, the elderly respond poorly to new infections and memory
response is also limited. The restricted repertoire of antigen specific cells primarily limits
protection to recurrent infections.

12. Neonatal Immunity

Immune maturation continues into adolescence, but the most significant changes occur
in the first years of life. The immune system of newborns is typically tolerogenic, which
influences memory cell formation and vaccination at several points. Basically, the number
of lymphocytes at birth is high [130], but with unique characteristics in functionality in
neonates. As there is no pathogenicity in the uterus, memory cell levels are very low and
remain limited for years [131].

Maternal immunological experience is transferred to a newborn by two means. IgG
transfer from the mother to the fetus occurs during pregnancy across the placenta, while
IgA is transferred to the neonatal gastrointestinal tract by breastfeeding. These antibodies
not only protect but also direct the developing immune system towards target molecules,
and are therefore expected to have a strong impact on the establishment of immunological
memory of the offspring [132].

Humoral immunity is impaired in neonates. Although B-cell levels are high at
birth [130] and the repertoire is quite diverse, most of the cells are still immature B cells
(approximately 95% of the B cells) that only slowly transform into peripheral mature
B cells [133] and do not reach the adult level till childhood (5–10 years). Isotype switched
and memory B cells are very rare in newborns and at 1 year of age, infant IgG levels are
70%, while IgA levels are even lower, only 30% of the adults [133]. The T-independent B cell
response is severely limited, among other things, because the peripheral zone of the spleen
is not fully developed by the age of 2 years and the level of CD21 receptor (complement
receptor 2) on B cells is reduced [133,134]. Germinal center reactions, which are critical for
the long-term memory response, are highly compromised. Weaker B cell receptor-mediated
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signaling in naive B cells, incomplete help provided by follicular dendritic cells, and limited
expansion of TFH cells together result in suboptimal B cell activation in GCs [135,136].

The number of memory B cells increases slowly with age and reaches adult levels only
in children aged 10–15 years [137]. Thus, higher sensitivity of memory cells, i.e., higher
affinity of memory B cells or lower dependence on costimulation of memory T cells, cannot
be exploited in neonate vaccination. Weaker BCR and TCR dependent signaling results in
the dominance of memory B cells formation versus plasma cells and insufficient survival
factors available LLPC further exacerbate this phenomenon [135].

At birth, the number of T cells is high and increases steadily for years, and then begins
to decline until it reaches adult levels in older childhood [130]. Although the T cell number
is high, their function is inadequate. The functional activity of neonatal APCs is impaired,
and lower expression of costimulatory molecules complicates the activation of naive T cells,
rather enhances the possibility of an anergic T cell response [138]. In addition, functional
exhaustion is also characteristic of neonatal effector T cells [139]. In neonates CD8 + T cells
are less responsive and require a greater degree of antigen specific stimuli [140]. In contrast,
the activity of regulatory T cells is upregulated. These cells are present in large amounts
in human cord blood and are highly tolerogenic in their function [141–143]. This overall
decrease in antigen-specific response complicates the formation of both memory B cells and
memory T cells. Not only does the strength of the T cell response decrease, but the balance
of the response is also strongly skewed toward Th2 polarization [144]. Overall reduced IFN
and IL-12 production leads to decreased TH1 differentiation, highlighting the importance
of using adjuvants capable of regulating T cell polarization during vaccination [131].

Consequences on Vaccination

Newborns are highly vulnerable to infectious diseases. It is therefore important to
develop the most effective and safest vaccines possible for them. The highly tolerogenic
immune system, decreased strength of antigen receptor signaling, lack of pre-existing mem-
ory cells, severely impaired GC function, TH imbalance, and the presence of the maternal
neutralizing antibody all counteract successful vaccination. The need for early intervention
and the suboptimal circumstances for vaccination require thoughtful strategies [145].

Nonetheless, some vaccines are already suitable for newborns, and some, moreover,
are the most effective in this age. An example is the BCG vaccine, which is one of the first
and most widely used vaccines [146]. BCG does not need to contain any exogenous adju-
vants because the live attenuated strain of Mycobacterium bovis induces immune responses
via many PRRs [147]. BCG induces a strong TH1 response demonstrating that decreased
TH1 capacity in neonates is not absolute [148]. There is growing evidence that BCG per-
haps induces maturation of dendritic cells, affects TH cytokine balance and influences the
heterologous trained immunity [10]. Many studies suggest that early immunization with
BCG may protect against, inter alia, leukemia, allergies, and childhood diabetes and that
BCG elevates cytokine and antibody responses to other vaccine antigens (HBV and OPV) in
neonates [149–151]. The BCG vaccine is not only an example of a vaccine that can function
under the tolerogenic conditions, typically present in newborns, but also of vaccines that
can direct the maturation of the immune system.

A special challenge in the vaccination of newborns is the prevention of the trans-
mission of pathogens from mother to infant [152]. The HBV vaccine induces at least as
much antibody production in neonates as in adults and gives a lifetime protection after
a minimum of three doses. The HBV vaccine represents that subunit vaccines with ad-
juvant (aluminum salts) can effectively function in newborns while oral polio vaccine
demonstrates active intestinal immune response and the potential success of mucosal
vaccination [145]. Extending maternal immunization, which has already been successful
with various vaccines among others tetanus-diphtheria-pertussis, influenza, hepatitis B,
could be a promising strategy to solve the problem of early infections [153].

The special characteristic of newborn immunity has to be considered in vaccination,
for example in T-cell independent B-cell response to polysaccharide antigens. The delay in
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the development of the peripheral zone of the spleen, decreased CD21 receptor levels on
B cells, lower complement activity [154], unbalanced cytokine profile [155], and increased
susceptibility to tolerance induction in neonates may also play a role in suboptimal reactions
to encapsulated bacteria [154,155]. These mechanisms can be circumvented with conjugate
vaccines that switch the reactions to T-dependent response.

Experience with these existing vaccines suggests that in spite of the restricted memory
response neonates are able to develop efficient immune response, especially to live attenu-
ated vaccines, but these immune responses depend on several factors, such as maternal
Ab at the time of administration, breastfeeding, timing of postpartum vaccination, and
geographical location [133].

13. Immunity in the Elderly

The adaptive immune system undergoes numerous alterations with age and the last
stage of life is characterized by relevant changes in the immune response. When the first
exposure to an antigen occurs at an older age, a less effective immune response is induced.
As a result, a weaker memory response is generated to new antigens and the success of
vaccination is reduced in elderly. Long-lived memory cells (both T and B cells) do not just
persist, but even protect the elderly, however, the diversity of the repertoire of memory
cells narrows and their responsiveness also deteriorates [122,156–160].

In the bone marrow, the production of B cells decreases as internal changes appear
that preclude commitment to the lymphoid line, IL-7 survival factor production decreases,
the proliferation rate regresses and apoptotic capacity increases [161]. The number of naive
B cells in the periphery is also declining in older adults [162]. In addition to the decrease
in number, the function of aging B cells is also impaired. Antigen-induced plasma cell
differentiation and antigen-specific antibody production are reduced [163,164], although
total levels of serum antibodies are rather increased in the elderly [165]. Internal defects
in germinal centers, including decreased AID production studied in mice, have been
identified, resulting in impaired mechanisms of both class-switching recombination CSR
and SHM [166,167]. All of these processes limit the way memory B cells and LLPC are
formed. As these changes have a lesser effect on TI B cells, the decrease in TI responses
with age is less severe than that of TD responses [44].

B memory cells accumulate in the periphery and the population of B cells in the
periphery is saturated with memory B-cells over time. However, even in the presence of
increased autoantibody levels, these memory B cells have limited repertoire diversity and
exhibit paralyzed functions. A part of memory B cells differentiate to exhausted memory
cells with poor ability to replicate and likely prone to apoptosis [168]. Reduced function of
TFH cells, decreased production of AID and impaired immune-complex retention of FDC
compromise memory B cell functions [41,122] and consequently limits optimal plasma cell
formation [165]. Further exacerbating the problem, the imperfect bone marrow environ-
ment is less conducive to LLPC survival [169], accordingly, BM stores fewer plasma cells at
old age [163].

While the number of circulating T cells remains almost the same throughout life, there
are decisive changes in their composition and reactivity. Due to the involution of the
thymus, the development of T cells becomes independent of the thymus and a general
decrease in the production and diversity of naive T cells occurs [170]. The functionality of
naive T cells was also impaired, including weaker TCR and costimulatory signals, reduced
proliferative capacity and decreased IL-2 production [171]. Three mechanisms compensate
for the decrease in naive T cell production: (1) increased antigen-independent clonal
expansion of naive T cells [172]; (2) more naive T cells (both CD4 + and CD8 +) differentiate
into “virtual” memory cells [173,174], which are cells with a longer lifespan but reduced
antigen reactivity; (3) memory T cells are activated from time to time by recurrent viral
infections (average of 8-12 recurrent pathogens). Intermittent activation and proliferation of
pathogen-specific memory T cells impairs the balance of naive and memory T cells and can
account for 50% of all CD4 T cells turning memory T cells [175,176]. All of these mechanisms
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result in a decrease in the diversity of T cells in the elderly, even a hundred-fold decrease
in the diversity of CD4 T cells has been observed after the age of 70 years [177]. Although
the number of memory T cells increases with age, the diversity and reactivity of these
cells also decrease, limiting the possibility of an effective response to some well-known
antigens. It further limits the maintenance of T cell memory intensity that both primary
and memory T cell responses generate short-lived effector T cells rather than memory
precursor cells [122]. In addition to cytokine production, the cytokine balance also changes
with age. Th1 responses decrease, shifting toward Th2 cytokine predominance [178]. In
summary, the reactivity and plasticity of naive and memory T cells are reduced, limiting
the possibility of developing a stronger immune response to an upcoming infection.

Consequences on Vaccination

Due to the aging of the immune system, the elderly are more vulnerable to infections,
resulting in higher mortality and morbidity by pathogens. Changes in memory response
also result in moderate vaccine efficacy in the elderly. For example knowing that long-
lived memory T and B cells can provide effective protection against influenza infection that
recurs after a long time, following influenza vaccination seroconversion (a fourfold increase
in antibody titer) and protective hemagglutination inhibitor antibody titers is successfully
produced in only 10–30% of the elderly, compared with 50–75% of the younger [179]. Even
when antibody levels rise, it has been observed that elevated levels do not persist for even
a year [180]. Crippled T cell response also manifested for example in suboptimal Th1 cells
response in the lung [181].

Changes not only in the intensity but also in the composition of the immune system
may require new vaccination strategies, for example to avoid S. pneumoniae infection [181].
However, pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) stimulates T cells, via conjugating the
pneumococcus glycans to CRM197 (nontoxic mutant of diphtheria toxin) and accordingly
this vaccine is used for people under 65 years of age [182], but for adults ≥65 years of age
the PPV23 is also recommended because the effectiveness of the T-independent response
decreases less with age [44].

Due to age-related immune system defects, the control of pathogen reactivation is
also weakened, such as a latent varicella zoster infection can lead to herpes zoster disease.
Limited susceptibility to vaccines makes it even more difficult to control such diseases at
this age. Live attenuated virus vaccination against Varicella zoster virus, which is quite
effective at age 60 (51%), is almost ineffective in older populations [183]. Studies showed
that the immune responses to the vaccine waned in 6-8 years [184]. In summary, vaccines
need to be improved to protect this highly vulnerable population through regular booster
vaccinations, finding optimal doses and routes of administration or by innovative adjuvants
and inventing new technologies.

14. Conclusions

Social alterations in humanity increase the global risk of pandemics, which demand
more effective vaccination. As the scope of the article highlights, the memory response
relies on a wide variety of cell populations, with their different localizations, affinities,
reaction times, and flexibility. Although neutralizing antibody production is the only way to
generate sterilizing immunity, other cells and other mechanisms of immunological memory
can/should be considered during vaccination. The variety and variability of pathogens
requires the plasticity of the responses used against them. In addition, the heterogeneity of
the human population, in terms of age, immune status, and comorbidities, may necessitate
the development of several vaccines against the same pathogen. These challenges require a
more accurate understanding of the complex processes of immunological memory, all of
which can make targeted approaches in vaccination.
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